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Angie Crews has secrets. Lots of them. Coming to Delroi
and meeting two men who want her to break all her rules
is not happening, no matter how tempting they are. Vidar
Stian can’t come to terms with his past, and finding two
mates he’s driven to protect, no matter the danger, isn’t
helping. Especially when they refuse to be protected.
Somehow Marek Naveen has to convince them to give a
relationship a chance because there’s no way he’s
letting either one of them go.
Prepared from a fresh examination of the early printed
editions of Dryden's work, volume five of the 'Poems of
John Dryden' covers the poems written by the writer
between 1697 and 1700.
The Roman poet Ovid's Metamorphoses, completed around
8AD, shows the presence and prevalence of change in the
world. Beginning with chaos and creation, Ovid embraces a
vast array of mythological tales within his theme of
transformation.
This volume, containing the equivalent of three volumes of
the Edinburgh series of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, will be
found a library somewhat complete in itself. The Apostolic
Fathers and those associated with them in the third
generation, are here placed together in a handbook, which,
with the inestimable Scriptures, supplies a succinct
autobiography of the Spouse of Christ for the first two
centuries. No Christian scholar has ever before possessed, in
faithful versions of such compact form, a supplement so
essential to the right understanding of the New Testament
itself. It is a volume indispensable to all scholars, and to every
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library, private or public, in this country. The American Editor
has performed the humble task of ushering these works into
American use, with scanty contributions of his own. Such was
the understanding with the public: they were to be presented
with the Edinburgh series, free from appreciable colour or
alloy. His duty was to give historic arrangement to the
confused mass of the original series; to supply, in continuity,
such brief introductory notices as might slightly popularize
what was apparently meant for scholars only, in the
introductions of the translators; to supply a few deficiencies
by short notes and references; to add such references to
Scripture, or to authors of general repute, as might lend
additional aid to students, without clogging or overlaying the
comments of the translators; and to note such corruptions or
distortions of Patristic testimony as have been circulated, in
the spirit of the forged Decretals, by those who carry on the
old imposture by means essentially equivalent. Too long have
they been allowed to speak to the popular mind as if the
Fathers were their own; while, to every candid reader, it must
be evident that, alike, the testimony, the arguments, and the
silence of the Ante-Nicene writers confound all attempts to
identify the ecclesiastical establishment of "the Holy Roman
Empire," with "the Holy Catholic Church" of the ancient
creeds. In performing this task, under the pressure of a virtual
obligation to issue the first volume in the first month of the
new year, the Editor has relied upon the kindly aid of an able
friend, as typographical corrector of the Edinburgh sheets. It
is only necessary to add, that he has bracketed all his own
notes, so as to assume the responsibility for them; but his
introductions are so separated from those of the translators,
that, after the first instance, he has not thought it requisite to
suffix his initials to these brief contributions. He regrets that
the most important volume of the series is necessarily the
experimental one, and comes out under disadvantages from
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which it may be expected that succeeding issues will be free.
May the Lord God of our Fathers bless the undertaking to all
my fellow-Christians, and make good to them the promise
which was once felicitously chosen for the motto of a similar
series of publications: "Yet shall not thy teachers be removed
into a corner any more, but thine eyes shall see thy teachers."

SHADOW WARRIOR Love that breaks all the rules…
Every culture has its secrets, some surprising and some
horrifying, and Delroi is no different. When Sergei Trace,
half Delroi half Earthling, arrived on his father’s home
planet he expected some culture shock. He’s used to
living in the shadows, on the fringes of life. On Delroi
he’s thrust into the light. Kayna Idis has a serious
problem. She’s in love with the wrong man. Razor Deriq
is everything she always wanted. Strong and steadfast.
Sexy and fun. Then Sergei enters her life just as
compelling in his own way. He’s dark and mysterious.
Hard and unflinching. And she wonders if she can have
them both. Razor is determined to keep them both, but
first he needs to find and eliminate the warriors
threatening Kayna. Pairing up with Sergei for the task
gives him the perfect opportunity for seduction, but will
Sergei ever lower his shields enough to let him and
Kayna in? DARK WARRIOR Angie Crews has secrets.
Lots of them. Coming to Delroi and meeting two men
who want her to break all her rules is not happening, no
matter how tempting they are. Vidar Stian can’t come to
terms with his past, and finding two mates he’s driven to
protect, no matter the danger, isn’t helping. Especially
when they refuse to be protected. Somehow Marek
Naveen has to convince them to give a relationship a
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chance because there’s no way he’s letting either one
of them go. STAR WARRIOR Cassius Stian has come to
Earth to take over its defenses against the galaxy’s new
enemy, the Faelis Consortium. The last thing he expects
on his arrival is to meet his mate. General Talia Lowell
isn’t quite sure what to do with the alien warrior who
barges into her life, but since he refuses to budge from
his insistence she’s his mate, she figures she might as
well enjoy it while it lasts. Cassius has other plans,
however. He’s here to stay. LOST WARRIOR When
Reza Stian receives word that the mate he’s refused to
claim has been kidnapped by a faction of her clan, he
can’t sit back and do nothing. He finds her having a
great time however, and amused with his rush to rescue
her. The situation is further complicated by her lover,
Nicos Jain, who is also Reza’s mate, which is
completely unexpected. But things are not as simple as
they seem. Carisma Green is heir to one of the most
powerful clans on Delroi, the secretive Green Clan, and
she doesn’t have time for Reza’s over protectiveness.
She’s hunting a killer who is stalking her in return. When
Reza learns the truth he’s determined to protect her at
any cost. But will he drive her away in the process?
This volume completes the five-volume Longman
Annotated Poets Edition of the poems of John Dryden,
the major poet of Restoration England. It provides a
modernized text along with full explanatory annotation.
The poems include Dryden's spirited translation from
Ovid, Homer, Chaucer, and Boccaccio. This volume
presents, in newly-edited texts and with a substantial
editorial commentary, the complete non-dramatic poetry
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of John Dryden’s later years. It contains the full text of
Dryden’s final collection, Fables Ancient and Modern,
including its prose Dedication and Preface, together with
a number of other poems of the late 1690s, and some
posthumously published items.
"The Sacred Writings Of ..." provides you with the essential
works among the Early Christian writings. The volumes cover
the beginning of Christianity until before the promulgation of
the Nicene Creed at the First Council of Nicaea. Every single
volume is accurately annotated, including * an extensive
biography of the author and his life The "Ad Autolychum", the
only extant writing of Theophilus, is an apology for
Christianity. It consists of three books, really separate works
written at different times, and corresponds exactly to the
description given of it by Eusebius as "three elementary
works". The author speaks of himself as a convert from
heathenism. He treats of such subjects as the Christian idea
of God, the Scripture accounts of the origin of man and the
world as compared with pagan myths. On several occasions
he refers (in connection with the early chapters of Genesis) to
an historical work composed by himself.
This work brings together a unique combination of Dryden's
poetry and prose - all the major poems in full, literary
criticism, and translations - to give the essence of his work
and thinking.

This is the final volume in The Works of John Dryden
and the last volume of poetry written by Dryden before
he died in 1700.
A fluent tongue and an elegant style afford pleasure and
such praise as vainglory delights in, to wretched men
who have been corrupted in mind; the lover of truth does
not give heed to ornamented speeches, but examines
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the real matter of the speech, what it is, and what kind it
is. Since, then, my friend, you have assailed me with
empty words, boasting of your gods of wood and stone,
hammered and cast, carved and graven, which neither
see nor hear, for they are idols, and the works of men’s
hands; and since, besides, you call me a Christian, as if
this were a damning name to bear, I, for my part, avow
that I am a Christian, and bear this name beloved of
God, hoping to be serviceable to God. For it is not the
case, as you suppose, that the name of God is hard to
bear; but possibly you entertain this opinion of God,
because you are yourself yet unserviceable to Him.
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